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ybco superconductor for sale
RANK: 1
CTR: 30%

A



superconductor kit
RANK: 1
CTR: 50%

B



(A+B)/n=avg.CTR



(30+50)/2=40



(A+B+...X)/n=avg.CTR
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Branded Queries

Research Queries

Company Owner

Other Brands

Non-Commercial Intent



Before Adjustment



After Adjustment



Detecting Outliers

quantum floating
Expected: 15

Actual: 12
Δ = -3%

quantum floating
Expected: 6
Actual: 12
Δ = +6%



(Impressions x Actual CTR) - Expected CTR = Loss/Gain
Calculate Lost and Gained Traffic
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https://quantumlevitation.com/product/csyl-14-ybco-levitation-disk/
https://quantumlevitation.com/product/ybco-bulk-14-meissner-levitation-disk/

URL
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URL-Based Traffic Loss and Gain
Query 1 Δ + Query 2 Δ + ... Query n Δ = URL Δ
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URL-Based Traffic Loss and Gain
Query 1 Δ + Query 2 Δ + ... Query n Δ = URL Δ
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Pattern Detection



Visual Inspection



Visual Inspection

Special Formats
Rich Snippets
Schema

Ads
Knowledge Graph
Special SERP Features



Visual Inspection
Title and Description 
Content



Visual Inspection

Competitor Brand 
Strength



Visual Inspection

Local Relevance



Arbitrary Scoring

Actual URL:
https://quantumlevitation.com/product/maglev-kit#:~:text=The maglev kit is perfect,in a 
double levitation configuration.

Our SERP mode:
Featured snippet

Competing results:
Shopping results, Thumbnail, Featured snippet, People also ask, Top stories, Video



Arbitrary Scoring
ahrefs export



Arbitrary Scoring

Actual URL:
https://quantumlevitation.com/product/maglev-kit#:~:text=The maglev kit is perfect,in a 
double levitation configuration.

Our SERP mode:
Featured snippet
[Adjustment: +20 points]

Competing results:
Shopping results, Thumbnail, Featured snippet, People also ask, Top stories, Video
[Adjustment: -5 points]



Text Analysis

https://voyant-tools.org/ 

https://voyant-tools.org/


https://voyant-tools.org/ 

Possible CTR Boosters

Correlation Table

https://voyant-tools.org/


Common Complications



● non-linear serps
● special serp features
● seasonality
● serp layout shifts and changes
● competitor snippet changes
● competitor snippet entries and exits
● CTR data sample size, instances
● rank fluctuations
● brand exclusion
● query intent
● page type
● snippet title and description rewriting



you.algoroo.com

https://you.algoroo.com/












Data Validity
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Experiment Ideas

expected

actual
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Experiment Ideas



Page Level Anomalies



Negative Patterns



Negative Patterns
 certain country names in title.



Positive Patterns



Positive Patterns
 questions in title tag.   



Rank-Based



CTR-Based



ROI Projections



ROI Projections



Next Level



● automatic experiments
● non-ranking data

○ Competitors
○ PPC
○ Market Research and Surveys



More on this topic:

1. CTR Optimisation Trilogy
a. https://dejanmarketing.com/same-rank-more-clicks/ 
b. https://dejanmarketing.com/ctr/
c. https://dejanmarketing.com/predictive-analytics/ 

2. CAS Model (Clicks, Attention, Satisfaction)
3. Title Rewriting Experiment

AlgoYou
https://you.algoroo.com/ 

https://dejanmarketing.com/same-rank-more-clicks/
https://dejanmarketing.com/ctr/
https://dejanmarketing.com/predictive-analytics/
https://dejanmarketing.com/cas/
https://dejanmarketing.com/title-rewriting-experiment/
https://you.algoroo.com/
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